Purpose Liver cancer incidence continues to increase while incidence of most other cancers is decreasing. We analyze recent and long-term trends of US liver cancer incidence by race/ethnicity and sex to best understand where to focus preventive efforts. Methods Liver cancer incidence rates from 1992 to 2016 were obtained from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results registry. Delay-adjusted age-standardized incidence trends by race/ethnicity and sex were analyzed using joinpoint regression. Age-specific incidence was analyzed using age-period-cohort models. Hepatitis C seroprevalence by cohort was calculated using National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data. Results Liver cancer incidence has peaked in males and Asian or Pacific Islanders. Hispanic males, a high-incidence population, are experiencing a decrease in incidence, although not yet statistically significant. In contrast, incidence continues to increase in females, although at lower rates than in the 1990s, and American Indian/Alaska Natives (AI/ANs). Liver cancer incidence continues to be higher in males. Non-Hispanic Whites have the lowest incidence among racial/ethnic groups. Trends largely reflect differences in incidence by birth-cohort, which increased considerably, particularly in males, for those born around the 1950s, and continues to increase in females and AI/ANs. The patterns in males are likely driven by cohort variations in Hepatitis C infection. Conclusions Liver cancer incidence appears to have peaked among males. However, important differences in liver cancer trends by race/ethnicity and sex remain, highlighting the need for monitoring trends across different groups. Preventive interventions should focus on existing liver cancer disparities, targeting AI/ANs, females, and high-incidence groups.
Introduction
Liver cancer is the second most common cause of cancerrelated deaths worldwide [1] . In 2013, liver cancer had the 8th highest death rate among cancers in the US [2] , with some of the fastest growth in mortality (fastest among males [2.8 average annual percent change, AAPC] and second fastest among females [2.7 AAPC], 2010-2014) and incidence (fastest among males [2. 8 AAPC] and among females [3.8 AAPC] , 2010-2014) [3] . Meanwhile, overall cancer incidence and mortality has been decreasing in most other cancer sites. Despite medical progress in the treatment of liver cancer, its 5-year survival rate remains low [4] ; therefore, it is important to understand the trends of this cancer and identify high risk groups to be the focus of prevention efforts to effectively reduce this disease burden in the US.
The most significant risk factors for liver cancer are chronic Hepatitis B (HBV) or C (HCV) infection [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Globally, about 53% and 25% of liver cancers are attributable to HBV and HCV, respectively [9] . However, in part because of widespread HBV vaccination programs in the US [10, 11] and the patterns of HCV infection among "baby boomers" (born between 1945 and 1965) and high risk populations [12] [13] [14] , the attributable fraction of liver cancers due to HBV (16%) and HCV (48%) in the US is very different from most other regions in the world [9] . Chronic liver diseases such as cirrhosis [6, 7, 9, 15] and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis [5, 7, 15, 16] are other common precursors to liver cancer. Aflatoxin exposure [5, 6, 8, 15, 17] , heavy alcohol consumption [5, 6, 15, 18] , and diabetes/obesity [5, 6, 15, 18, 19] have also been associated with the disease. Aflatoxin exposure is most commonly found in eastern Asia [17, 20] , sub-Saharan Africa [17, [21] [22] [23] , and Latin America [20, 24, 25] , but is not a major, direct concern in the US. However, alcohol consumption is a major public health concern [26], and the obesity/diabetes crisis is expected to worsen [27] [28] [29] . The distribution of these risk factors within the US and across the globe may help explain global differences in the trends of liver cancer.
Many studies have highlighted important racial/ethnic disparities in liver cancer with respect to incidence [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , mortality [31, 32, 34] , survival [30, 32, [37] [38] [39] , and treatment [37, 40] . Further, sex-based disparities in incidence [31, [41] [42] [43] [44] , mortality [31, 34, 42] , and survival [39] trends have also been reported. However, most incidence studies focus on short term trends or ignore important ethnic and racial groups such as American Indians/Alaska Natives (AI/ ANs), and variations by birth-cohort.
Here we update previously published studies of liver cancer incidence trends putting a focus on differences by race/ ethnicity, sex, and birth-cohort in the US using data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) 13 registry from 1992 to 2016 and Joinpoint regression and age-period-cohort analyses.
Methods

Data
Annual delay-adjusted age-standardized liver cancer incidence rates (ASIR) from 1992 to 2016 were obtained from the SEER-13 cancer registry using the SEER*Stat software (Version 8.3.5; National Cancer Institute, US; November 2018 submission). SEER-13 rather than SEER-9 or SEER-18 was selected for our main analyses because it covers all years since new racial categories, AI/AN and Asian or Pacific Islander (API), were included in the registry. ASIRs were standardized to the 2000 US population. Incident liver cancer cases include those coded C22.0 and C22.1 according to the ICD-O-3/WHO 2008 definition. The Delay race variable was used to identify racial/ethnic groups in delay-adjusted analyses (non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, AI/ ANs, and APIs). SEER frequently only includes AI/AN cases that are in a Contract Health Service Delivery Area (CHSDA) [45] when producing statistics on AI/ANs, which is the same definition we use in our analyses.
We also created ASIRs for the following calendar year groupings: 1992-1995, 1996-2000, 2001-2005, 2006-2010, 2011-2016 . ASIR ratios of racial/ethnic groups relative to Whites, males relative to females, and their corresponding confidence intervals were calculated for comparison across groups [46] .
We also obtained liver cancer age-specific cases and population from SEER-13 for all race/ethnicity and sex combinations. Age-specific incidence rates for each group were calculated for single ages in each calendar year. We used the SEER non-delay-adjusted data since the delay-adjusted rates are not available for single ages.
Joinpoint trend analysis
We performed trend analyses using Joinpoint Regression Program software (Version 4.6.0.0; National Cancer Institute, US). We estimated log-linear models (log-scale for rates) of liver cancer incidence trends by race/ethnicity and sex, allowing a maximum of 4 joinpoints per model. This methodology allows for the direct calculation of the annual percent change (APC) in incidence, which is readily interpretable as well as directly comparable across different strata. The final models were selected using Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to allow for a more sensitive identification of trend change [47, 48] . AAPC was also calculated for the five most recent years (2012-2016).
Alternative analyses were performed using non-transformed incidence rates as well as the permutation test model selection method [49, 50] . We performed additional sensitivity analyses comparing the resulting trends when using SEER-9, SEER-18, the National Program of Cancer Registries (NPCR), and the combined SEER & NPCR data instead of SEER-13. SEER-9 allows for a comparison with a longer trend comprised of 9 of the SEER-13 registries but lacks detailed racial/ethnic data. SEER-18 allows for a comparison with a larger registry population, compromised of all the SEER-13 registries, as well as five additional registries. However, SEER-18 started in 2000, which is a shorter time-frame to analyze trends than SEER-13. Finally, the NPCR covers almost the entire country (96%) [51] but lacks the continuity and quality of the SEER registries. These sensitivity analyses also included non-delay-adjusted incidence rates. The delayadjustment method adjusts incidence rates to account for delay in case reporting while non-delay-adjusted rates use raw registry data. The use of delay-adjusted rates is more conservative [52] and is often used when performing SEER analyses.
Analysis of incidence by age-period-cohort
We also performed age-period-cohort analyses of SEER-13 age-specific incidence by race/ethnicity and sex. We used the "classical'' method of analysis, which fits a log-linear model with a Poisson distribution to the observed data to estimate age, period, and cohort effects [53] . To address the well-known nonidentifiability problem of age-periodcohort models, we fitted models with either cohort (ageperiod-cohort) or period (age-cohort-period) constrained to be 0 on average with 0 slope. The Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) was used to compare the relative goodness of fit of different models. All age-period-cohort analyses were done using the Epi package in the R statistical software (R version 3.4.1). Age, period and cohort effects were modeled with natural splines, using seven degrees of freedom/ knots for age and ten for period and cohort.
We performed a sensitivity analysis estimating ageperiod-cohort trends when using SEER-9 data (1975-2016) instead of SEER-13, but restricted to all races combined, Whites (Hispanic and non-Hispanic combined) and Blacks (Hispanic and non-Hispanic combined) since SEER-9 does not allow for more detailed racial/ethnic breakdowns.
Hepatitis C seroprevalence
Finally, we provided an update to Armstrong et al. [54] , where we estimated the proportion of anti-HCV-positivity (seroprevalence) in the population, which measures current or past infection, by sex both by age category and by birthcohort. We used National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) data from 1999 to 2002, replicating the Armstrong et al. 2006 estimates, and from 2009 to 2012. All statistical analyses were performed using R. Plots were produced using the survey and ggplot2 R packages. Seroprevalence estimates and corresponding 95% confidence intervals were calculated using the survey package and the logit method. A more detailed description of the data, laboratory methods used to confirm anti-HCV-positivity, statistical analysis, and interpretation can be found in Online Appendix G. Table 1 describes ASIRs, number of cases, and total base populations by race/ethnicity and sex from 1992 to 2016. Whites had the lowest incidence rate among all groups over the period of analysis. Figure 1 shows the corresponding incidence rates and joinpoint trend lines by race/ethnicity, sex and year. The Figure shows that incidence trends in liver cancer have increased for all combinations of race/ethnicity and sex, but that for males the rates might have peaked. Until around 2010, APIs had been the most affected racial/ethnic group. However, among both males and females, AI/ANs (and, to a lesser extent, Hispanics) have shown consistent increases in incidence recently surpassing APIs. Table 1 Age-standardized delay-adjusted incidence rate (per 100,000) of liver cancer and number of cases by race/ethnicity and sex, 1992-2016
Results
Age-standarized incidence rate analyses
Rates are per 100,000 and are age-standardized to the 2000 US standard population; White and Black exclude those who identify as Hispanic; All includes all races combined and both those who identify as Hispanic and Non-Hispanic; Hispanic represents those from any race who identify as Hispanic Case counts from all racial groups do not add up to total cases due to cases in database with unknown race/ethnicity. Cases with unknown race/ethnicity do not effect population counts AI/AN, American Indian/Alaska Native; API, Asian or Pacific Islander Table 2 provides the results of the best-fitting joinpoint models, showing the APC in each identified incidence trend period for all racial/ethnic groups by sex. The Table also shows the AAPC for the last 5-years (2012-2016). In males, for most racial/ethnic groups, the joinpoint regression identified a recent trend change point where a previously increasing trend either reversed (statistically significant negative APC) or became non-increasing (non-statistically significant APC). In contrast, all racial/ethnic female groups, except female APIs, show increasing incidence (statistically significant positive APC) over the period of analysis, but for most groups the increase in incidence has slowed down since the late 1990s. AI/ANs experienced a statistically significant increase from 1992 to 2016 (3.49 and 2.39 APC among males and females, respectively). Meanwhile, APIs have had significant decreases among males and females in recent years, 2007-2016 (− 2.09 and − 2.18 APC, respectively). Figure 2 shows how incidence rate ratios by race/ethnicity with respect to Whites and by sex with respect to females have changed over time. Incidence rates were much higher among non-Whites and males compared to Whites and females, respectively. Figure 2a shows that for most racial/ethnic groups, non-Whites had about a twofold higher incidence than Whites throughout the period of analysis. However, APIs had a fourfold higher incidence than Whites in 1992-1995, but their relative incidence decreased to a twofold higher level in 2011-2016. As shown in Fig. 2b , for most racial/ethnic groups, males had about a threefold higher incidence than females, except among AI/ANs, which had about a twofold male-to-female ratio.
Alternative trend analyses in the non-transformed incidence scale, non-delay-adjusted rates, or with different model selection criteria are referenced in the discussion section below, and figures and tables of the results are shown in the Appendices. In general, the results for these sensitivity analyses are consistent with our conclusions, with only slight deviations.
Age-period-cohort analyses
For all race/ethnicity and sex groups except Hispanic females, age-cohort models fit the data better than ageperiod models, suggesting that cohort correlates better than year of diagnosis (period) with liver cancer incidence trends (model AICs are shown in Online Appendix F). The top panels in Fig. 3 show the estimated cohort effects, relative Year ASIR (per 100,000) to the 1930 birth-cohort, from age-period-cohort models with the period effects constrained to be 0 on average with 0 slope (age-cohort-period model). The figure shows the striking cohort trends of liver cancer incidence, particularly for men, with a sharp increase in relative incidence beginning with the 1940s birth-cohorts and around the 1950-1955 cohorts. This pattern is particularly noticeable for Blacks, but also seen in all other groups except for APIs. Notably, the male liver cancer incidence has decreased steadily ever since, except in AI/ANs, which continue to have increasing incidence by cohort. In contrast, the incidence continues to increase by cohort for all female groups except APIs. The corresponding estimated age-specific incidence rates by race/ethnicity and sex for the 1930 birth-cohort (age-effects) are shown in the bottom panels. Alternative age-period-cohort analyses using SEER-9 data (1975-2016) for all races combined, Whites (Hispanics and non-Hispanics combined) and Blacks (Hispanics and non-Hispanics combined) are shown in Online Appendix H. These show consistent patterns of liver cancer incidence by birth-cohort, sex and race as when using SEER-13, with age-cohort models also fitting the data better than age-period models. Figure 4 shows the proportion of anti-HCV-positivity (seroprevalence) using NHANES data by sex by age category ( Fig. 4a, b ) and by birth-cohort ( Fig. 4c, d) . Figure 4a 
Discussion
We analyzed trends in liver cancer incidence in the US by race/ethnicity and sex from 1992 to 2016. Our study shows that overall liver cancer incidence has peaked in males, while it continues to increase in females, but at a lower rate than in the 1990s. This is consistent across most racial/ethnic groups, with the exception of AI/ANs and APIs. The incidence rates among AI/ANs are increasing considerably in both males and females and have overtaken APIs as the racial/ethnic group facing the highest burden of liver cancer incidence. In contrast, incidence among APIs has been decreasing considerably in both sexes since the mid-to-late 2000s. These trends largely reflect changes in liver cancer by birth-cohort, which dramatically increased for those born around the 1950s, and seem consistent with cohort patterns of Hepatitis C infection. Trends in younger male cohorts have decreased; however, this decrease is not seen in females nor in AI/ANs. Fig. 3 Estimated cohort and age-effects from age-periodcohort models of liver cancer incidence by race/ethnicity with period effects constrained to be 0 on average with 0 slope (age-cohort-period model). Top panels show the cohort effects, which represent the liver cancer incidence relative to that of the 1930 birth-cohort, by race/ethnicity and sex. Bottom panels show the estimated age-specific incidence rates by race/ethnicity and sex for the 1930 birthcohort (age-effects). White and Black exclude those who identify as Hispanic; All includes all races combined and both those who identify as Hispanic and non-Hispanic; Hispanic represents those from any race who identify as Hispanic (AI/AN, American Indian and Alaska Native; API, Asian or Pacific Islander) Our results show that AI/ANs are becoming the group most disproportionately affected by liver cancer and thus merit tailored prevention efforts. Moreover, the maleto-female relative risk for liver cancer incidence in AI/ ANs was lower than those in other racial/ethnic groups, indicating that the sex difference in liver cancer incidence among AI/ANs is less prominent than in other racial/ethnic groups. In a recent incidence analysis from 1999 to 2009 using Indian Health Service linked national cancer registry data, Melkonian et al. [36] also found that liver cancer incidence is increasing among AI/ANs. In addition, they found that alcohol use and obesity were correlated with liver cancer incidence among AI/ANs by region and that AI/ANs were diagnosed at later stages than whites. Prevention efforts for AI/ANs should then include strategies to reduce alcohol use and obesity rates and to increase surveillance for early detection of liver cancer and its related conditions, in addition to ongoing HBV vaccination and HCV infection prevention programs.
The observed trends among APIs are in line with the observed decrease in liver cancer incidence in Asia [17] . APIs included in the data are a combination of US-born and foreign-born persons. Thus, the trends within the API population could be explained in part by changes in risk factor exposure (e.g., reduction of aflatoxin exposures [17] ) and the introduction of the Hepatitis B vaccine in Asia. However, we were unable to explore differences in liver cancer incidence by nationality due to lack of country of origin information in SEER data.
The identified cohort patterns of liver cancer are consistent with the dramatic increase in Hepatitis C infections [54, 55] and other liver conditions [56] among baby boomers, particularly males. In particular, using NHANES data from 1999 to 2002, Armstrong et al. reported the higher burden of Hepatitis C among those born between 1945 and 1964, with a higher seroprevalence in males, and non-Hispanic Blacks. Figure 4 shows updated estimates including NHANES data from 1999 to 2002 and 2009 to 2012, demonstrating that this pattern remains until today. The dramatic increase of Hepatitis C rates among baby boomers has led the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to establish specific screening recommendation for this population group [55] . The strong cohort patterns in liver cancer incidence (Fig. 3) , which match closely the cohort patterns of Hepatitis C seroprevalence ( Fig. 4) , suggest that current liver cancer rates are influenced greatly by the patterns in Hepatitis C infections. These observed cohort patterns provide additional support to our findings of a decreasing liver cancer trend in males, which is now coming back to its baseline trend as those historically affected by Hepatitis C become a smaller fraction of the population. However, this decrease is not seen in females, who have in general lower liver cancer rates, which suggests that other factors might be in play behind the increase of liver cancer by cohort in females.
Limitations of the study include the following: First, the ecologic nature of the study does not allow for causal inferences. The SEER registry does not contain information about Hepatitis B and C infections, Hepatitis B vaccination history, chronic liver conditions, drinking behavior, smoking and other relevant risk factors for liver cancer. However, the registry maintains high-quality data and continuity in structure and variable definitions across time, which is paramount for drawing valid conclusions about incidence rates trends over longer periods of time. Additionally, by choosing SEER-13, we limited our period of analysis to 1992-2016 and excluded the population from the five cancer registries that were added in 2000 to SEER-18. Nonetheless, we performed sensitivity analyses to examine trends of liver cancer incidence rates using different versions of the SEER registry covering a longer period (SEER-9) or a larger population (SEER-18), and with national data from the NPCR. Delay-adjusted rates were not available for NPCR or for combined SEER and NPCR data. The sensitivity analyses show that our conclusions on liver cancer incidence trends by sex and race/ethnicity are generally robust regardless of the dataset choice, but with some differences in the level of ASIR (Online Appendix E). In particular, it appears that the SEER-13 incidence rates are generally higher, reflecting potential high liver cancer incidence in the population that was added to the SEER-9 registries: Los Angeles, San Jose-Monterey, Rural Georgia, and Alaska Natives. These sites were selected to oversample minority populations that have a higher burden of liver cancer, which allowed us to perform stratified analyses by race/ethnicity and sex. Similarly, ageperiod-cohort sensitivity analyses using the SEER-9 data show that the cohort patterns found in the main analyses with SEER-13 hold when looking at incidence data going back to the mid 1970s, despite not being able to stratify these analyses by detailed racial/ethnic groups as with SEER-13.
Our study also has many strengths. The study benefits from the high-quality, comparable data collected by the SEER registry. Further, joinpoint regression is an objective approach to characterize trends in incidence data employing validated statistical methods [57] [58] [59] [60] . This analysis used the BIC model selection method, which is more sensitive at detecting trends than the permutation test, the default model selection method in the Joinpoint Regression Program [61, 62] . We selected the BIC criteria to more aggressively detect statistically significant changes in trends, which revealed more clearly recent shifts in trajectory. Sensitivity analyses using the less sensitive permutation test showed that our conclusions are generally robust to the choice of method, and consistent with the cohort patterns in incidence. Moreover, our analyses of incidence through 2016 update previous analyses based on SEER data [3, 31, 32, 39, 63] and show more decisively that the trends have changed considerably in recent years, having reached a peak overall and in males but not in females, with variations by race/ethnicity. In addition, the age-period-cohort analyses complement and enhance the joinpoint analyses, since these focus on crude rates and capture incidence variations by age and other temporal factors, such as cohort and period. Finally, by using SEER-13 we were able to examine in detail the rates of liver cancer incidence among AI/ANs, a group who tend to be overlooked and understudied in cancer and health research [64] . Previous analyses using SEER data have intentionally excluded AI/ANs because of their small sample size or case counts [31, 65, 66] .
Past studies have described trends of liver cancer in different groups and periods, although haven't focused on cohort trends. Of note, Altekruse et al. [31] examined trends in liver cancer incidence by age, race/ethnicity, and sex and mortality by age, geography, race/ethnicity, and sex from 2000 to 2010 using SEER-18 data. While this study benefited from an increased coverage area due to the inclusion of 5 additional registries, the length of time over which trends were observed was shorter. Additionally, their analysis did not include AI/ANs, allowed for only two trends (one joinpoint), and did not find the decreasing trends observed in recent years. Our conclusions regarding racial/ethnic trends between 2000 and 2010 are in line with Altekruse et al.'s, while our analyses suggest the magnitude of increase is smaller. Notably, however, we conclude that the incidence rate among Blacks has leveled off while Altekruse et al. found that it was still increasing. Regardless of whether the incidence is still increasing or has peaked, the incidence rates among Blacks are relatively high and thus deserve attention. Moreover, our analysis reports trends by race/ethnicity and sex, and characterizes incidence patterns by birth-cohort, thus complementing the previous findings by Altekruse et al.
Njei et al. [39] used SEER-9 to examine trends in liver cancer incidence and mortality by sex and by stage from 1973 to 2010. Their period of analysis was longer than ours and a sensitivity analysis was performed using SEER-18 from 2000 to 2011. The authors concluded that there is a non-significant increase in the overall incidence rate of liver cancer for the first time in four decades but did not analyze trends by race/ ethnicity. Njei et al. also anticipated that the peak of liver cancer incidence would occur in 2017. Our analysis suggests that the overall peak may have already occurred, particularly for males, driven by the decrease in incidence by cohort for people born after the 1950s. Of note, our findings disagree with their conclusions about current incidence trends by sex. Njei et al. concluded that the incidence in males is still increasing while we found that the increase has stopped. Among females, they concluded that the rate is decreasing while it has actually been increasing since 1992, although the increase slowed down in the late 1990s.
In their 2017 paper, Islami et al. [32] reported liver cancer incidence and survival rates and trends by race/ethnicity and mortality by race/ethnicity and state. They analyzed mortality trends using joinpoint regression and found that while mortality is still increasing for some groups, the increase appears to be slowing down in recent years (non-statistically significant APC), which is consistent with our findings. Islami et al. also examined liver cancer incidence but did not perform a joinpoint regression analysis and used data only up to 2013.
Finally, two more recent publications also report liver cancer incidence trends by race/ethnicity and sex. Cronin et al. [3] reports significant AAPCs from 2010 to 2014 of 2.8 and 3.8 for males and females respectively using a combination of SEER and NPCR delay-adjusted incidence data. A more recent report, Ward et al. [67] finds significant AAPCs from 2011 to 2015 of 2.7 and 3.8 for males and females respectively. However, when replicating our joinpoint analyses using combined non-delay-adjusted SEER and NPCR data from 2001 to 2016, we find trends consistent with our main findings (Online Fig. I1 ). This shows that the apparent differences between our results and those in Cronin et al. and Ward et al. stem from the use of different metrics/approaches (AAPC vs joinpoint trend analysis). Interestingly, when comparing the AAPCs in Cronin et al. and Ward et al., several show a decrease in liver cancer incidence AAPCs in the more recent period (2011-2015), e.g., (from 2.6* to 2.1* in Black men) suggesting that incidence has indeed peaked. Also consistent with our findings, Siegel et al. [68] , using SEER-9 data from 1975 to 2015, found that incidence rates have stopped increasing in recent years among males (nonsignificant 1.0 AAPC from 2011 to 2015). Our main and sensitivity analyses show that this is the case in SEER-13, SEER-9, SEER-18 and the combined SEER and NPCR data when including data through 2016.
Several reasons could explain the plateau in liver cancer incidence rates in males in recent years. First, recent declines in the prevalence of HCV infection (liver cancer OR 8.2, 95% CI 6.7-9.9) [69] have been reported [70] . As suggested above, the strong similarity of the cohort patterns of liver cancer and Hepatitis C seroprevalence suggest that the latter might be partly responsible for the liver cancer trends in recent decades, particularly in males, as more recent birth-cohorts with lower exposures to HCV become a larger proportion of the population. Second, we could finally be observing the impact of the Hepatitis B vaccination program, which started in the 1980s, resulting in decreases of HBV prevalence [71, 72] . This suggests that the burden of liver cancer attributable to HBV (OR 15.5, 95% CI 13.6-17.8) [69] may have also reached its peak in the US. Third, we could also be observing a delayed impact of a decrease in alcohol consumption on liver cancer incidence (RR = 1.08, 95% CI 1.04-1.11; for one alcoholic drink per day) [73] . Greenfield and Kerr [74] documented that ethanol consumption reached a peak in the US in the early 1980s, which could be now reflected in liver cancer; however, recent data suggest that alcohol consumption began increasing again in 1998 [75] . The decreases in smoking in the past decades might also be contributing [76] , although the association between smoking and liver cancer is comparatively modest (OR 1.51, 95% CI 1.37-1.67) [77] . Finally, sex and racial/ethnic variations in the prevalence of these risk factors could explain the observed differences we found in liver cancer trends.
In summary, our analyses suggest for the first time that liver cancer incidence in males might be reaching its peak. In particular, we found that incidence rates have stopped increasing in males for most racial/ethnic groups. But these rates continue to increase in females, although at a lower rate than in the 1990s. We also found that liver cancer incidence rates in AI/ANs continue to increase and have overtaken all other racial/ethnic groups, and that rates among APIs have decreased considerably since the mid-tolate 2000s. These age-adjusted trends are largely explained by patterns of liver cancer incidence by birth-cohort. Future studies should explore liver cancer disparities in greater detail, with an emphasis on AI/ANs, females, and other high-incidence groups. Future research should also look to understand what factors are behind the changes and differences in racial/ethnic and sex-based incidence rate trends, and preventive interventions should continue to focus on reducing exposure to the most relevant liver cancer risk factors, such as HBV or HCV infection, obesity, alcohol, and smoking.
